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Structural and dielectric properties of Ba0.95Bi0.05Ti1xFexO3ceramics at x=0.0, 0.1 and 0.2 prepared by solid
state method
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Abstract: The Ba0.95Bi0.05Ti1-xFexO3 ceramics at (x=0.0, 0.1 and 0.2) were prepared by the solid-state
reaction method. The effect of iron substitution on structural and dielectric properties of Ba 0.95Bi0.05TiO3 ceramic
was studied. These compounds are found to crystallize in only tetragonal phase for x = 0.0 and 0.1 and the
mixture of tetragonal and hexagonal phases for x = 0.2. The dielectric properties of Ba0.95Bi0.05Ti1-xFexO3
ceramics at x=0.0, 0.1 and 0.2 of Fe -doping concentration. The dielectric measurements as a function of
temperature and frequency are studied and showed two diffuse phase transition and relaxation phenomena. The
evolution of dielectric permittivity as a function of the frequency of undoped Ba0.95Bi0.05TiO3 show a relaxation
phenomenon for which is displaced to the higher frequencies accompanied by a decrease in dielectric constant
when x increase. The Complex impedance Cole-Cole plots showed a negative temperature coefficient of
resistivity (NTCR) behavior of the Ba0.95Bi0.05Ti1-xFexO3 materials and increased in grain and grain boundaries
resistivity. The relaxation behavior in the test materials is found to be of non-Debye type.
Keywords: Ba0.95Bi0.05Ti1-xFexO3 ceramics Solid state, structural, dielectric properties, phase transition,
Complex impedance.
Introduction
During the recent decade, multiferroic materials
have attracted the great attention of researchers over
the last decade because of interest in their potential at
information storage, MERAM, spintronics etc 1,2.
The tetragonal perovskite BaTiO3 with a Curie
temperature (Tc) of 120 °C, has been adapted as a
popular candidate in the research of multiferroic
materials is the most ferroelectric material which
exhibits a high dielectric constant, low dielectric loss
and good piezoelectric, pyroelectric and ferroelectric
properties 3. To achieve a magnetic ordering in the
semiconducting BaTiO3, the magnetic ions can be
doping into it for extending the field of its
application4. The Fe doped BaTiO3 has been reported
to have magnetic ordering, where the Fe ions
substitute into the Ti4+ sites 5,6. However, the major
problems of earlier BTFO ceramic are the high Curie
temperature which is displaced to the higher
temperature with increasing of Fe doping contents 7
and the low dielectric constant which limited their
application. As an effective approach in altering or
improving physical
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properties, co-doping into ABO3 compounds at Asite and B-site is widely used. It has been reported
that the substitution of Bi3+ ions into the Ba2+ sites
(Ba1-xBixTiO3) achieves a maximum dielectric
constant at x=0.05 8. The structure of Ba1-xBixTiO3
(x ≤0.1) was reported to be of a tetragonal phase 9, 10.
The present study is intended to study the
influence of Fe doping on structural and dielectric
properties of Ba0.95Bi0.05Ti1-xFexO3 solid solution at
x=0.0, 0.1 and 0.2 Fe -doping concentration.
Experimental
The Ba0.95Bi0.05Ti1-xFexO3 ceramics at (x=0.0, 0.1
and 0.2) were prepared by the conventional solidstate method. The BaCO3, Bi2O3, TiO2 and Fe2O3
compounds were weighted in stoichiometric
proportion and milled under acetone for 4h. After
that, the powders were dried at 70°C for 48h. The
dried powders were mixed using agate mortar and
pestle for 30 min and then placed in an alumina
nacelle for calcination in air at 1100 °C for 4h. The
crystal structure of the product (Ba0.95Bi0.05Ti1-xFexO3)
was
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characterized by X-ray diffraction (XPERT-PRO
with
Cu Kα radiation with =1.5406A°). The calcined
powders were pressed into pellets and sintered in air
at 1200 °C for 6h. The dielectric properties as a
function of frequency and temperature were tested
with Agilent E4980A (20Hz-2MHz).
Results and discussion
X-ray diffraction results
The Fig.1a shows the XRD patterns of
Ba0.95Bi0.05Ti1-xFexO3ceramics for x=0.0, 0.1 and
0.2. calcined at 1100°C/4h. The synthesized samples
show a pure perovskite structure with no secondary
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phases detected. For x=0.0 and 0.1 only a tetragonal
phase was observed 11. While the X-ray analysis of
Fe doping Ba0.95Bi0.05TiO3 at x=0.2 showed the
coexistence of tetragonal and hexagonal phase. The
tetragonal (101) peak and hexagonal (104) peak were
zoomed in Fig.1b. The X-ray analysis of these peaks
reveals that the (104) hexagonal peak appears at
x=0.2 while the intensity of (101) tetragonal peak
decreases with the increase of Fe content. So the Fe
additive stabilizes the hexagonal phase in
Ba0.95Bi0.05TiO3 ceramic and removes the tetragonal
phase formation. The (101) peak shifted to higher
angles for all samples which can be attributed to the
presence of Fe4+ with the ionic radius [r i(Fe4+) =
0.585 Å] smaller than the ionic radius of Ti4+
(ri(Ti4+) = 0.605 Å) 12

Figure 1a. XRD patterns of Ba0.95Bi0.05Ti1-xFexO3ceramics for x=0.0, 0.1 and 0.2

Figure 1b. XRD peaks (101) for the tetragonal phase and (104) for the hexagonal phase of Ba0.95Bi0.05Ti1xFexO3ceramics for x=0.0, 0.1 and 0.2.
Rietveld refinement
To obtain more detailed information about the
crystallographic structure of Ba0.95Bi0.05Ti1-xFexO3
solids for x=0.0, 0.1 and 0.2, we performed full
pattern matching the refinement of the XRD spectra
using the Full prof program package as shown in
Fig. 2. A Pseudo-Voigt function described the peak
shapes. From the results of the refinement (Fig. 2 and
Table.1), only one phase is detected for x =0.0 and

x=0.1 with P 4 m m space group while two phases
are found at x=0.2 prepared sample with P63\m m c
space group. There is no other observable impurity
phase in the system. According to the refinements,
most of the Fe ions are believed to be embedded in
Ba0.95Bi0.05TiO3 crystal lattice and substitute for Ti
ions, so there is no obvious secondary phase
observed in diffraction patterns. A good agreement
between the observed and calculated patterns was
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obtained with Rp≤8.59%, Rwp≤ 13.4% and chi-
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squared (2)≤ 3.85 for all ceramics.

x=0.0

x=0.1
x=0.2

Figure 2. Rietveld rafinement of Ba0.95Bi0.05Ti1-xFexO3ceramics for x=0.0, 0.1 and 0.2.
Table 1. Refined structural parameters of Ba0.95Bi0.05Ti1-xFexO3ceramics for x=0.0, 0.1 and 0.2x.
x

0.0
Tetragonal phase

0.1
Tetragonal phase

R- factor

Rp= 6.14
Rwp=8.60
2 = 1.73

Rp= 7.43
Rwp=10.20
2 = 2.65

Rp= 8.59
Rwp=13.4
2 = 3.85

Rp= 5.96
Rwp=7.53
2 = 1.34

Lattice constants (Å)

a=4.012245
c=4.047829

a=3.9999
c=4.0170

a=5.8390
c=13.7608

a=4.00524
c=4.01916

Volume (Å 3)

65.162

64.2688

406.3087

64.475

Space group

P4mm

P4mm

P 63 m m c

Dielectric properties
The evolution of the real part of the dielectric
permittivity (ε’r) as a function of temperature (R. T
to 600 °C) at various frequencies (5 KHz to 2 MHz)
for the selected Ba0.95Bi0.05Ti1-xFexO3 composition is
represented in Fig. 3. Two dielectric peaks were
observed for all the samples. They originated from a
tetragonal ferroelectric phase to orthorhombic
ferroelectric phase at TT-O then to a cubic paraelectric

0.2
Hexagonal phase

Tetragonal phase

P4mm

phase at TO-c 13,14. As it is indicated in Table 2, the TTO phase transition shifted to the higher temperature
with the increase of Fe substitution for all frequencies
due to the increase of hexagonal phase which is
known as a ferromagnetic phase 15. While the TO-c
shifted to the lower temperature for all the
frequencies with arise of Fe content indicating the big
effect of Fe doping on dielectric proprieties of
Ba0.95Bi0.05TiO3 ceramic.
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a. x=0.1
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b. x=0.0

c. x=0.2

Figure 3. Dielectric constant dependent temperature at different frequencies of Ba0.95Bi0.05Ti1-xFexO3ceramics for
x= a. 0.0, b. 0.1 and c. 0.2.
Table 2. Tm, TT-O , TO-c, 1,max and 2,max values at different frequencies of Ba0.95Bi0.05Ti1-xFexO3 ceramics.
Fréquency
(KHz)

0.0

0.1

0.2

5
50
100
500
1000
2000
5
50
100
500
1000
2000
5
50
100
500
1000
2000

Tm (°C)

Tc (°C)

TT-O (°C)

1,max

2,max

------175
212
302
235
232
225
227
226
215
283
285
287
289
289
386

145
145
145

535
594
>600
>600
>600
>600
540
530
516
511
508
491
245
427
449
457
451
445

3846
3505
3247
1947
1606
1350
401
342
342
323
390
482
2326
1755
846
511
344
178

5540
2427
1828
------890
516
433
288
250
234
2903
953
715
481
413
403
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The phases transition in our sample presents a
relaxor-like behavior due to the relaxation process
associated with defect dipoles such as the oxygenvacancy and the valence fluctuation of Fe ions
(between Fe3+ and Fe2+) 16. Literature reports that the
deviation from oxygen stoichiometry leads to valence
fluctuation of Fe ions from Fe3+ to Fe2+ state in
BaTiO3, resulting in a high conductivity 17,18. In this
case, the short-range hopping of oxygen vacancy and
valence variation of iron ions, similar to the
reorientation of the dipole, lead to a dielectric
anomaly reflected in the increase of the two dielectric
permittivity values (1,max, and 2,max ) at x=0.1 and
then the decrease of these values at x=0.2 for all the
frequencies (Table.2). Generally, in perovskite
ferroelectric compounds, oxygen vacancies are
considered as one of the mobile charge carriers, and
mostly in titanates, the ionization of oxygen
vacancies creates conduction electrons, a process
which is defined by Krôger Vink notation 19.
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The dielectric properties are studied by
measuring the constant dielectric dependent on the
frequency at different temperature as shown in Fig. 4
for Ba0.95Bi0.05Ti1-xFexO3ceramics with x= a. 0.0, b.
0.1 and c. 0.2. For Ba0.95Bi0.05TiO3 compound (Fig
3a), the dielectric constant presents a particular
evolution with the increase of frequency. r, max
reaches a maximum with the increase of frequency
and then decreases and reaches a minimum. This
maximum value r, max increases with the increase of
temperature to 8000 for T° = 160 °C and then
decrease. For Fe-doped Ba0.95Bi0.05TiO3 at x = 0.1
and 0.2 (Fig. 3b and 3c) we found that the relaxation
phenomenon was eliminated or displaced to the high
frequencies. Moreover, classical ferroelectric
behavior is observed. So the Fe substitution
eliminates the relaxation phenomenon and decreases
the dielectric constant of the samples (Fig. 4b and
4c). Thus the drastic reductions in r value upon Fe
substitution can be attributed to the creation of
oxygen vacancy due to Fe3+ ions replacing Ti4+ ions.
Such oxygen vacancy leads to the breaking of Ti-O
bonds and affects the dielectric constant 20.

Dielectric constant as function of frequency

a. x=0.0

b. x=0.1

c. x=0.2
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Figure 4. Dielectric constant dependent frequency at different frequencies of Ba0.95Bi0.05Ti1-xFexO3ceramics for x=
a. 0.0, b. 0.1 and c. 0.2.
Electric properties
impedance spectrum showed semicircles at and above
To understand the mechanism of the relaxation
the 520 °C, 400°C, 400 °C temperatures for x=0.0,
behavior in Ba0.95Bi0.05Ti1-xFexO3 ceramics the Cole0.1, 0.2 respectively.
Cole plots from 100 °C to 400 °C of measurement
According to the impedance spectrum data
temperature was studied. At the impedance spectrum
obtained of Ba0.95Bi0.05Ti1-xFexO3 ceramics at x=0.0,
study of Ba0.95Bi0.05Ti1-xFexO3 ceramic at x=0.1
0.1 and 0.2 at 400°C of measurement temperature,
(Fig.5), all the curves showed a tendency to bend
all the samples, are represented by a number of
towards the abscissa to form semicircles with their
elements, one R/C and other R/CPE connected in
centers below the real axis, having comparatively
series (Fig. 6). The plots and Tab.3 show that the
larger radii. For all ceramics (data not shown), the
grain resistivity increase with increases of Fe
radii decrease with the increase of temperature,
contents while the grain boundaries resistivity
indicating negative temperature coefficient of
decreases as the concentration of Fe3+ increased from
21,22
resistivity (NTCR) behaviour of the materials
,
0.0 to 0.2. The Complex impedance spectrum of
generally found in case of semiconductors and at the
x=0.1 and 0.2 samples show the presence of an arc of
same time showing a non-ideal Debye type behavior
a circle with the center below the real axis indicating
23
. This nonideal behavior could be attributed to
the contribution of the ceramic’s boundaries, grain
several factors such as grain orientation, grain
boundaries and electrode-interfaces 25.
boundary, stress-strain phenomena, and atomic defect
distribution 24. The
x=0.1

Figure 5. Complex impedance of Ba0.95Bi0.05Ti1xFexO3ceramics for x= a. 0.0, b. 0.1 and c. 0.2 at
different temperature.

Figure 6. Complex impedance plots of
Ba0.95Bi0.05Ti1-xFexO3ceramics for x= 0.0, 0.1 and 0.2
measured at 400 °C.

In order to co-relate the electrical parameters
with the conduction process in the Fe-doped
Ba0.95Bi0.05TiO3 ceramics, the ac conductivity is
studied as a function of frequency. For Fig.7a two
distinct regions are observed in the conductivity
spectra of Ba0.95Bi0.05TiO3 sample. At lower
frequencies, the conductivity is almost constant. This
is the evidence for the frequency independent nature
of the conductivity which represents the dc
conductivity. While at high frequencies, the
conductivity exhibits frequency dispersion due to the
tremendous increase of the mobility of charge
carriers in the materials 26. In the high-frequency
region, the conductivity increases with the
frequency. At x=0.1 and 0.2 we observe two regions.
The variation of conductivity in the low-frequency
region is attributed to the polarization effects at the
electrode and electrolyte interface. As the frequency
reduces, more and more the charge accumulation

occurs at the electrode and electrolyte interface and
hence, drop in conductivity. At high frequencies, the
conductivity ac (Fig. 7) plots to change their slops
as a function of frequency with increasing Jonscher’s
exponent pointing due to the change of diffusive
charge carrier transport to the hopping one 27.
The frequency dependence of conductivity or socalled universal dynamic response (UDR) of ionic
conductivity is related by a simple expression given
by Jonscher’s power law 28:
=0 + A S
Where, , is the ac conductivity, 0 is the
limiting zero frequency conductivity dc, A is a preexponential constant, = 2f is the angular
frequency, and s is the power law exponent, where 0
< s < 1.
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Table 3. Grain and grain boundaries resistivity of different composition of Ba0.95Bi0.05Ti1-xFexO3 ceramics.
Composition of Ba0.95Bi0.05Ti1-xFexO3

Grain boundaries resistivity RGB ()

x=0.0

Grain resistivity RG ()
587,24063

x=0.1

20378,19748

905,50546

x=0.2

11164,30333

1215,43351

a. x=0.0

c. x=0.2

b. x=0.1

Figure 7. Ac conductivity plots of Ba0.95Bi0.05Ti1-xFexO3ceramics for x= a. 0.0, b. 0.1 and c. 0.2 measured at
different temperature
the second one is from a tetragonal to an
orthorhombic ferroelectric at T T-O. This temperature
Conclusion
shifted to lower temperature with
The effect of Fe substitution on structural and
dielectric properties of Ba0.95Bi0.05TiO3 ceramics at
increase of Fe doping. The relaxation behavior
x=0.0, 0.1 and 0.2 was studied.
The X-ray
present in all the samples is related to the defect
diffractions showed the formation of only the
dipoles such as the oxygen-vacancy and the valence
tetragonal phase for x=0.0 and 0.1 while the
fluctuation of Fe ions (between Fe3+ and Fe2+). The
coexistence of tetragonal and hexagonal phase for
complex impedance spectroscopy approved the grain
x=0.2 is observed. The dielectric measurement
and grain boundary contributions towards electrical
showed the existence of two maxima in the dielectric
conductivity and the presence of a non-Debye type
constant as a function of temperature corresponding
of relaxation in the majority of the materials. The
to the two-phase transition. The first one is the phase
frequency response of the conductivity for the test
transitions from a cubic paraelectric to a tetragonal
materials follows the Jonscher’s power law. The
ferroelectric at the Curie temperature (T C /Tm) while
Cole-Cole plots show that the electrical resistivity of
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the sample increases as the concentration of Fe3+
increased from 0.0 to 0.2 and the relaxation behavior
in the test materials is found to be of non-Debye
type.
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